
3 soveværelse Villa til salg i Macisvenda, Murcia

. New build with pool in Macisvenda.

This amazing villa with pool is located in Macisvenda, 15 km from Fortuna where you find the thermal baths.
Surrounded by a natural environment, almond trees and mountain views. 

The villa comprises a very large dining room with pool and terrace access. Open kitchen, (included in the price), 3 large
bedrooms (the master has an en-suite bathroom) and a family bathroom. All the bedrooms have panoramic views of
the mountain. 

They also offer exterior carpentry in black PVC and electric window shutters, interior carpentry in smooth white
lacquered sheets, pre-installation ducted air conditioning system, access door to the plot with automatic opening. The
villa has been built with quality materials and has large windows allowing plenty of light.

The spacious plot has a private swimming pool and a nice terrace to enjoy the sunny days in your new dream home.
Also, there is an outdoor toilet and shower and a machine room. The villa has a large independent garage.

Don’t hesitate to ask us any questions you may have about this extraordinary villa.

Living in Macisvenda

Macisvenda is located 15 km from the Fortuna Baths, one of the best-known spas in Murcia for the quality of its
thermal waters. Known since ancient times, the Leana Spa is one of the oldest in Spain and one of the most charming.

Furthermore, the source of the Chicamo River gives this municipality spectacular landscapes that will transport the
visitor to movie sets, where they can discover everything from very arid areas in which the loamy lands are
capriciously sculpted by erosion, to rich fertile orchards, sources of natural water, hundreds of hectares with ancient
olive trees and mountains.

  3 soveværelser   2 badeværelser   148m² Byg størrelse
  5.000m² Grundstørrelse   Mains Electric   Air Conditioning
  Fenced Plot   Garage   Terrace

310.000€
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